SUMMARY SHEET FOR AFTER-HOURS STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES IN ER

Any known surgical case, attempt to utilize the Surgery ward student
- Examples include but are not limited to incoming GDV, non-ambulatory IVDD, trauma with fracture, recent (~ <14 days) surgery case with complications (ie- incisional problem)

ER rotation student on 2nd shift (noon – 11 pm) (http://www.brownbears.com/freecal/student)
- First option for any ER case not surgical
- ER rotation student remains on-call all night for any non-surgical ERs
- If caseload justifies another student, utilize the CCU student, even if it is after midnight
- If caseload is crazy and justifies a third student, utilize the Med Ward student, even if it is after midnight

NO 2nd shift ER rotation student
- The CCU Student will see all ER cases not surgical
- The CCU Student remains on-call all night for any non-surgical ERs
- If case load justifies another student, utilize the Med Ward student, even if it is after midnight

Complete descriptions for Med Ward, CCU Student, and ER Rotation are available at http://www.vetmed.wisc.edu/dvm-students/current-students/curriculum/fourth-year-information/